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Abstract
As digital cameras have been used widely, a technology
to extract features of character string areas from scenery
(nature) image is required. However, it is very difficult to
extract character string areas from a complex background
of scenery image as compared with a relatively simple
background of documentary image.
Human can extract character string areas from scenery
image having complex background. Therefore, a fairly
high degree of accuracy in the extraction of character string
areas may be attained by imitating the human visual processing system.
In this paper we proposed the method to extract character string areas from color scenery images using the
extended psychological potential field (imitating the human visual processing system).
The conventional psychological potential field method
has the problem that it is hard to be applied to multilevel
images such as color scenery images.
This paper proposes a new extended psychological potential field method that has improved the conventional
method so that it can be applied to multilevel images such
as color scenery images.
The new extended psychological potential field method
proved that processing results closer to the human visual
processing system could be obtained by adopting the
shielding effects in accordance with the pixel value and
distance.
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Flow of Proposed Method

This method first separates a color.s$e?ery image into
comnonent L*. a* and b' of the L a b colors system.
whidh are belikved to be close to the color characteristics
that we can sense, and executes subsequent processing.
Next, a potential field is calculated using the extended
physiological potential, and a character peripheral area is
extracted.
Then a character string area is extracted from this area.
Noise is removed and then the area is output as a character
string area image for each character string area. The
processing stages are carried out for each component L', a'
and b separately.
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nary images in which the brightness difference is constant.
However, color scenery images discussed in this paper
need to determine H because the brightness differences
between figures and the background are not constant.
This paper indicates figure clearness H using the color difference (differences between colors) between figures and
the background.
The International Commission on Illumination (CIE)
recommends the u n i f o y .cqlor space and color difference
formula by CIE LAB (L a b ) as methods for quantitatively
indicating the c0,Io.r flifference between two colors. This
paper uses the L a b color system as color space and defines figure clearness H a s shown in formula 1 (Fig. I).

Separation using L*a*b* Color System

Conventionally strength of the psychological potential
field is proportionate to image clearness H (brightness difference between figures and the background).
The
conventional method omits H because the targets are bi-

Figure 1: L a b Color System
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Extended psychological potential field

3.1 Shielding effect of monochrome (binary)
image
This paper calculates the strength of psychological potential field of binary images as shown below.
Figure 2 shows characters and figures consisting of
black pixels. Scanning is performed from arbitrary peripheral point P in the direction of angle until the scan
first touches the frame of a character or figure. The distance between the pixels from P to the first touch is r,. If
no frame is touched, r, = oo so that no potential generates.
This operation is repeated around point P while changing 9,. When the number of scans for one turn around
point P is N, 8, = ( 2 n l N ) x i [ r a d ] (i=0,1,2 ,...,N - I ) ,
and potential field strength M, at point P can be determined
by formula 2 as a mean value of reciprocal numbers of r,.
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3.3 Shielding effect for color scenery images

Figure 2: Calculate potential of binary image

3.2. Differences between monochrome
(binary) images and color scenery images
Figure 3(a) shows a monochrome (binary) image. Figure 3(b) shows the section view of the segment between a
and b in Figure 3(a). As shown in Figure 3(b), the monochrome (binary) image assumes character pixels as a high
wall and stops scanning between a and b at the point where
the scan first touches the wall. Stopping scanning yields
non scanned area, named the shielding area, and this effect
is called the shielding effect.
Figure 4(a) shows a color scenery image, and Figure
4(b) shows the section view of the segment between d and
e. As shown, the pixels of the color scenery image have
values in varieties of level, which make it difficult to determine what level of values as a wall.
Furthermore, in the scenery image shown in Figure 4(b),
the inside of the signboard where characters are written is a
separate area from the outside of the signboard even in one
image. The potential values inside the signboard must not
depend on the information outside the signboard. For
preventing this kind of dependence, a wall of shielding
effect is needed to be placed on the boarder line between
the inside and outside of the signboard. Thus the shielding effect for color scenery images is more important than
that for monochrome (binary) images.
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Figure 4: Shielding effect of color image
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Figure 3: Shielding effect of monochrome (binary) image
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The method proposed in this paper implements shielding
effect for color scenery images as follows. We introduce
"clearness" which is defined as color difference between
the scanning point and its background. When the accumulated total value of clearness for all pixels on a scanning
line (one scan direction) reaches a certain level, the applicable pixel is recognized as a wall and scanning in that
direction is interrupted.
The shielding effect for color scenery images is explained using Figure 5(a). For this explanation only, color
values are represented using the gray scale (0 to 255) and
clearness H of figures is represented using the absolute
values of the differences between figure background values.
This explanation also uses 255 as the threshold of the accumulated total value of clearness at which scanning is to
be interrupted. Figure 5(b) shows the section view of
scanning in the direction of Oa from point P in Figure 5(a).
The intersections between the scanning line and lines I,, I>,
and l j are respectively Pa,,, Paloo
, and Pa,,,
.
P,, indicates the j th pixel when scanning is performed in
the direction of 8 , from a starting point P, which is selected arbitrarily from pixels not yet scanned. The
distance between points P and P,, is r , and clearness is Hi,.
In Figure 5(a), the background value is 100 and the values
of lines I,, I?, and I j are respectively 0, 255, and 128. The
, and Pa,5o
are thus repclearness values of Pa,,, Pa,,,
resented by formula 3.
The value of the background area other than lines I,, 12,
and I j is same as the point P and therefore clearness is 0.
This leads to Ha,, Ha,,,
= 255. Because threshold
255 is reached, scanning in the direction of @a is interrupted at Pa,,,. Consequently, Palso
that is in the
shielded area, is not included in calculation.
The formula of extended psychological potential using
this shielding effect is given by Formula 4. Where n, is
number of pixels scanned in the direction of
when the
accumulated total value of clearness (compared with the
point P) reaches the threshold, and N ' is the total number of
pixels on all scanning lines.
In addition, function fix) (sigmoid function) that clarifies
high or low potential levels is applied to the formula 4 to
form a final formula 5 for extended psychological potential.
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Figure 5 : Explain of shielding effect
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Figure 6: Example of shielding effect

3.4 Example of shielding effect for color
scenery images
In Figure 6, black areas are the scanned and calculated
areas that the starting points a,b,c,d are chosen as examples out of all pixels in the original image. The shielding
effect is effective to cut down the amount of calculation,
because the shielding areas are need not calculation. Moreover, Figure 6 tells that the margin of the scanned (black)
areas matches well with the boundary of the character areas.
Consequently, we concluded that this method, utilizing
potential field and the shielding effect, matches well with
the human visual characteristics and can be applicable to
color scenery image. This method, named the extended
psychological potential field methd, is an extension of previously proposed method using potential field.["
Figure 7(a) shows the intermediate image of applying
extended psychological potentials to the original image.
Figure 7(b) shows the final image of that processing.
The characteristics of potentials have been emphasized
by f(x) (sigmoid function) in the final image of Figure 7(b),
compared with the intermediate image of Figure 7(a).

(a) M, image

(b)

f (M,) image

Figure 7: Example of extended
psychological potential field
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Extraction of character string areas

4.1 Extraction of character peripheral areas
Figure 7 thus tells that the extended psychological potential field well matches psychological concepts. The
potential field shows high values for:
frame lines of walls and signboards,
parts that show high complexity such as wood and soil,
and
character strings and figures on signboards.
The figure also shows that the character string areas with
high potential in the signboard are surrounded by the character string peripheral area with low potential.
In this background, the areas with low potential (the
range 0 < P < 50 is specified in this experiment) are character string peripheral areas (Fig.8).

Original image
Figure 8: Extraction of character peripheral areas

4.2 Extraction of character string areas
An area with high potential (the range 100 < P < 255 is
specified in this experiment) in the character string peripheral area is extracted as a character string area.
This processing enables more accurate extraction of only
character string areas (See Fig.9). However, as seen in
Figure 9, the image of the extracted character string areas
includes very small noise components.
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(a) Original image

(b) Potential image

Figure 9: Extraction of Character string areas

4.3 Noises removal

2CSm

The extracted character string area extracted may contain pixels with a size that is too small for a character.
These pixels are removed as noises.
~ i ~ ; r 10
e shows the image of a final character string areas after noises removal. This shows that the character
string areas has been extracted successfully.

me

(c) Extract image
(d) Output image
Figure 12: Example of experiment (1)
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Figure 10: Example of noises removal

4.4 Output of character string extract image
The original image is placed over the character string
area extracted in Figure 10 and divided into each area, and
the character string extract image is output (Fig. 1I).
Although the character string areas have been favorably
output in Figure 11, some of the output areas include no
character strings (indicated by arrows in Figure 11). It
will be possible to eliminate these areas by recognition
processing, etc.

Figure 11: Output of character string extract image
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Results of experiment

Figure 12 show the results of applying this method to
actual images. This experiment used 0 < P < 50 for the
potential of the character string peripheral area and 100 < P
< 255 for the potential of the character string area.
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Conclusions

Figures 6 to 12 show high potential values at character
string areas and frame lines of substances. The leaves are
relatively dark in the original image but they show relatively high potential values. This result shows that we did
well to use the color difference (difference between colors)
as a means to represent clearness of figures.
Good results were obtained also for character string extraction.
Examination of character string extraction failures
showed that many of the failures occurred where multiple
character string areas were fused. It will probably be required in the future to set potential threshold automatically
and properly for character string peripheral areas and character areas.
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